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AGICI
Agici is a research and advisory company specialized in Utilities and Infrastructures.
Since 1985, Agici has been working in collaboration with companies and organizations, as well
as local, national, and international institutions. Our main goal is to foster corporate strategies
and policies that aim at creating value for specific firms or for the entire country.
AGICI is active in the following sectors: power, gas, water, waste, infrastructures, renewable
energy, energy efficiency, european policy and circular economy.
Our core activities are:
• Report on corporate strategies, policies development and market trends
• Strategic consulting and advisory
• Cost Benefit Analysis
• Diffusing knowledge with open and closed door events.
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OIR

International Renewables
Industry Observatory born from
AGICI and GSE the joint effort
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Observatory for a
Sustainable Water Industry

Agici takes up a coordinating and
development role for the Italian
Alliance for the Circular Economy

Unit dedicated to energy
efficiency - CESEF - was
founded
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Optimal Sustainable
Mobility Mix

Cost of No-Action and
Infrastructure Observatory

AGICI starts
monitoring the Italian
Integrated Energy
and Climate Plan
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Agici widens the scope of
Monitor PEC including the
monitoring of all the European
and national policies related to
the European Green Deal
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TEAM
The approach of our team is based on sound theoretical background and extensive empirical
knowledge of managerial, financial and economic issues. This multidimensional expertise
guarantees flexible and customised solutions according to clients’ needs.

AGICI Executives
Marco Carta
Chief executive Officer, Head of Utilities and Renewables Units
After gaining a Honour’s degree at Genoa University, Marco Joined AGICI in
2006. In 2009 he became Head of AGICI Utilities and Renewables Unit.
In 2016 he was appointed Chief Business Development Officer; in 2018 he
became Chief Executive Officer.

Stefano Clerici
Executive Officer and Head of Infrastructures and Energy Efficiency Units
Stefano joined Agici in 2006 after graduating in Finance and obtaining a Master
in Public Services, both at Bocconi University. In 2008 he became Head of the
Infrastructure Unit and in 2013 Head of the Energy Efficiency Unit. In 2018 he
was appointed AGICI Executive Officer. Stefano has a vast experience in Cost
Benefit Analysis and cooperates with Italian companies and public institutions.

Research&advisory U N I T S

UTILITIES
Observatory on Alliances and Strategies in the Pan-European Utility Market
The Observatory was founded in 2001; since 2005 it has been developed in cooperation with Accenture.
The Observatory’s activity focuses on the most relevant strategic issues that the companies operating in gas and power,
sectors must face both in Italy and Europe.
Every year the outcome is presented and discussed during a conference, which has become a key event in the industry.

Activities, studies and publications
The National Report. It evaluates the growth policies of the Italian leading utilities.
The International Report. It analyses and compares the competitive strategies of the European leaders in the Gas & Power
Industry.
Working Papers. They focus on the strategic issues affecting the energy world, such as the global gas market, the cost of
renewable energy or the role played by the grids in the energy transition.

EUROPEAN POLICIES

Monitor Green Deal (former Monitor PEC)
The Monitor PEC was established in 2018 with the aim of tracking the drafting process of the National Energy and Climate
Plan and supporting the Government in this effort, by advocating concrete actions to achieve the objectives set by the
Plan. Today, this intiative has evolved into the Monitor Green Deal, mantaining the same aim but with a wider scope.

Activities, studies and publications
Thematic Reports. In-depth studies examining the pillars of the European Green Deal, with special attention to
energy efficiency, RES and mobility.
Focus Groups. Closed-door meetings analysing specific strategic issues with regards to energy efficiency, RES and
mobility and institutional documents presented during the drafting process of the Integrated National Plan.
Communication. Activities dedicated to the dissemination of the stakeholders’ point of view (meetings with government
officials, position papers, press releases, etc.)
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INFRASTRUCTURES

Observatory on the Cost of Non-Action
It assesses the economic, social, and environmental impact caused by construction delays on infrastructure projects – both
in Italy and abroad. The methodology, developed by Agici researchers, is based on Cost-Benefit Analysis. CNF primary
focus is on infrastructural projects related to energy, waste, transport, telecommunication and water.

Optimal Sustainable Mobility Mix
The project aims at designing a clear path for the transition towards sustainable mobility, within the scope of the new
national and European targets of decarbonisation. OSMM outlines a set of policies to reduce emissions and identifies the
associated infrastructure and financial needs, providing companies and institutions a deep understanding of the likely
evolution of the sector. The project’s final goal is to support national and local institutions in the definition of policies for
mobility’s decarbonisation and to assist companies in developing their strategic choices.

Activities, studies and publications
Annual Report. In-depth analysis of Italian infrastructure-related issues.
Cost Benefit Analysis. Analysis of specific projects in the framework of the most relevant national and international
methodologies and guidelines (EIB, Ministry of Infrastructure and Transport, European Commission, etc.)
Project’s CNF. Study of the socio-economic impact on the cost of not building specific infrastructures or plants.
Benefits of “Having Done”. Analysis of the benefits stemming from the implementation of a specific infrastructure.

RENEWABLE ENERGY

International Observatory on the Renewable Energy Industry and Finance
OIR was established in 2008 in collaboration with GSE (the State-owned company that manages RES and EE qualifications
and incentives schemes). OIR monitors and analyses the value-chain of the renewable energy sector in Italy and at the
international level. It aims at developing a comprehensive view of industrial, innovation, and financial issues. OIR also
promotes development-oriented solutions and proposals addressed to the policy makers.

Activities, studies and publications
Annual Report. An in-depth study examining the most relevant trends and issues related to renewable energy in Italy and
at the international level.
Dedicated Research. Customised research on specific domestic and international projects.
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ENERGY EFFICIENCY

Research Centre on Energy Efficiency
CESEF was established in 2013 and focuses on the most relevant topics of the industry under a global and independent
perspective. It develops a comprehensive view on the following issues: players’ strategy, technology development, enduser benefits, financial instruments, impact on industries and countries.
Furthermore, the Centre contributes to the debate on public policies related to the industry and submits proposals to
policy makers.

Observatory on White Certificates (TEE) Market
The observatory periodically reviews two main aspects of the TEE Market: i) the projects submitted for incentives request,
focusing on their characteristics and the compliance to the acceptability requirements; ii) the market for TEE exchange,
where it analyzes technical aspects such as liquidity, transactions number and volume, the price trends. Moreover, it
provides help to stakeholders in correctly interpreting the guidelines for projects and informing them on the health state
of the market, improving optimisation proposals for the system.

The Working Table on Eco/SismaBonus
The Working Table was set up on 19 June 2020, in the presence of the Undersecretary of the Italian Prime Minister, with
the aim of meeting with institutions and supporting them in monitoring incentive measures. At the same time the Table
aims at encouraging the development of a strong national industrial chain capable of relaunching the country’s economy.
To do so, the Working Table monitors the development of the value chain by submitting surveys to partners and relevant
stakeholders.

Activities, studies and publications
Annual Report. An in-depth study examining key issues related to energy efficiency in Italy and at international level. The
research focuses on companies business models and financial issues.
Periodical Report. A periodical study presenting the main news and observations regarding the TEE market, conveying
the latest instances from the stakeholders and the regulatory body, with original analysis and optimization proposals.
Ad-hoc Projects. Analysis of specific sub-sectors, projects and technologies (monographic studies, Case Study, Cost
Benefit Analysis, Country reports, etc.).
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WATER

Observatory for a Sustainable Water Industry
The Observatory for a Sustainable Water Industry (OSWI) was established in 2017 with the aim of spreading the
best practices in water utility management and providing companies and policy makers with successful strategies for
addressing environmental, technological and regulatory challenges.

Activities, studies and publications
Annual Report. An in-depth study analysing the strategies of Italian water utilities and water technological companies
with a view of climate change.

CIRCULAR ECONOMY

Italian Alliance for the Circular Economy (Alleanza per l’Economia Circolare)
The Alleanza per l’Economia Circolare is the first Italian network of large enterprises focusing on the Circular Economy.
Among its research and advisory activities on the field of Circular Economy, Agici coordinates the activities of the Alliance
and produces supporting research and documentation.

Activities, studies and publications
The Alliance’s Position Paper on Circular Economy (2020) presents the vision towards a circular economy, broken down
into opportunities and targets. It presents five macro-objectives, three flagship proposals and 23 detailed proposals, as
well as a collection of concrete projects that members are implementing in favour of circularity.
Events and focus groups. Among the activities supporting the Alliance, Agici carries out periodical meetings and focus
groups on specific themes and challenges, as well as public events and engagement initiatives advancing the Circular
Economy concept.
Ad-hoc Projects. We build on the experience gathered on the Circular Economy to advise our clients on specific sectors
or policy areas.
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SOME OF OUR PARTNERS

ELETTRICITÀ

FUTURA

imprese elettriche italiane

MEDIA COVERAGE
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CONSULTANCY AND ADVISORY SERVICES

In dynamic and challenging environments, it is essential, yet often not easy, to be able to undertake adequate strategic,
organisational and financial actions.
AGICI has developed extensive knowledge in the fields of energy and environment (renewable energy, electricity, gas,
waste, water, infrastructure, energy efficiency). Through research and advisory activities we developed the skills required
for highly customized strategic and financial consulting projects. Our consolidated and cross-sectoral set of skills support
private companies and public organizations in responding to specific needs, delivering optimal strategic and competitive
development solutions.
Agici has a diversified portfolio of consulting activities, tailor-made for its customers:
- Market and industry analysis
- Strategic plans
- Entry Strategy
- M&A
- Cost-Benefit Analysis
- Policy and regulatory assessment
Agici responds to the specific needs of its customers through advisory activities, oriented to deepen particular markets,
projects or issues in the areas of our expertise: energy, environment, transport and telecommunications. Studies and
research can start from Agici’s initiative or be developed on specific request of a company, association or institution.
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EVENTS
The AGICI researches are presented in top-level events and workshops. The most important
managers of energy&environment business community participate as speakers and attendees.
Financial institutions and the regulators are well represented.
AGICI organizes also closed doors meetings dedicated to AGICI Partners to examine in depth the
hottest themes for utility industry.
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AGICI PUBLISHING

Agici Publishing was
established in 2011
and is specialized
in publishing books
on different topics
related to Utilities and
Infrastructures.

Management delle Utilities
e delle Infrastrutture
These sectors have a deep impact both on the competitive strength of
countries and on people’s quality of life.
The Journal is conceived as a tool that helps the development and the
dissemination of managerial systems and techniques applicable to
public services and infrastructures. It allows also a better understanding
of industries dynamics, corporate strategies and national policies.
The research themes considered for publication need to demonstrate
industrial relevance and include: Gas, Power, Water, Waste, ICT; Public
Transport, Infrastructures and Mobility, etc.

For further information: www.rivista-utilities.com

CONTACTS
Agici Finanza d’Impresa

Information

Piazzale Giulio Cesare, 9

Utility and Renewable Energy:

20145 Milano

marco.carta@agici.it

Phone: +39 02-54.55.801

Infrastructures and Energy Efficiency:

Mail: agici@agici.it

stefano.clerici@agici.it

www.agici.it

Water:

publishing.agici.it
monitorpec.agici.it
www.costidelnonfare.it
www.rivista-utilities.com

LINKEDIN

agici-finanza-d’impresa
@Agicisrl

alessandra.garzarella@agici.it
Circular Economy:
giacomo.salvatori@agici.it

